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Mystics have passed down stories of magical realms hidden from mortal sight, bridging the world of
Nature and Spirit. Even before the written word, the ancients established a Divine partnership
between humans and these Hidden Realms. Both agreed to form an eternal Sacred Alliance to
establish harmony and balance between the material and the spiritual. The Alliance ensured that
when we asked for guidance in manifesting our reality, they would help us find our way to the
highest good for all. But in time, humanity turned itself away from the natural world as a source for
the Divine and forgot about the realms in the Unseen realities. Religious superstition, dominance,
and the power of intellect, reason, and technology became our focus; and our partnership was
forgotten, so the realms faded away. As our global concerns have increasingly been more plaintive,
they have returned to help us find our way home to our true purpose, prosperity, hope, and
happiness. These cards represent some of those realms and their Queens and Kings, Princes, and
other magical helpers. Let the Swan Queen point the way to transformation, the Arrow Master help
you reach your goals, the Sun Dancers herald your victories, and the Sacred Union speak to the
depth of your longing for love. Ask and ye shall receive, for the Highest Good is their motto. If you
call upon them, they will answer
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"From the oldest cultures on Earth, ancient myths and legends tell of powerful, magical beings that
have existed as our trusted allies, protectors, and advisors. It's said they've lived alongside
humanity since time began, yet in another dimension separated by a thin etheric veil. Angels,

Faeries, Nature Spirits, and others walked between the worlds and beside us openly for a time.
They served with us as co-creators of the bridge between the realms of the Spirit and those on
Earth." - From the companion bookletDesigned to reconnect seekers with innate perceptions and
higher understanding, the Wisdom of the Hidden Realms Oracle Cards features gilt edging and
gorgeous imagery by artist Jena DellaGrottaglia (Duirwaigh).Depicting magical archways into
fanciful, otherworldly places, these cards cover themes from compassion to abundance, creativity to
partnerships, and angelic help to synchronicity.Imparted through dreams at Sedona to psychic
Colette Baron-Reid, the Wisdom of the Hidden Realms Oracle Cards convey powerful symbols and
themes that speak to universal issues, concerns, hopes and challenges. Rather than predicting the
future, these cards are geared towards unraveling persistent patterns that hinder our personal
growth and highest expression of Being, as well as illuminating truths that may be buried,
overlooked or ignored.Some of the card titles may seem cheesy to some, but the Wisdom of the
Hidden Realms Oracle Cards present an imaginative source for counsel, comfort and insight.

This deck is very unique. I purchased it because I was looking for an additional tool to help my
clients and myself see new perspectives on readings. There are few things that anyone purchasing
it should know.~*~The Art~*~The art here leans towards the shadow and the surreal. This is not a
'love and light' deck. Nor is it a heavy pictorial symbolism deck. The pictures are meant to show
more the snap-shot of the idiom/archetype represented than any specific image in the life or
situation of the person being read for. This can be frustrating to those used to more traditional tarot
decks. The images are beautiful however and well done.~*~The Guide Book~*~The guide book
provides a lot of information about what each character represents. It is important to keep in mind
that these cards are 'people' or archetypes with stories behind them. It's kind of like each card is
referencing a figure in a well known story and making a metaphor. This takes a little mental
adjustment if you're used to traditional tarot. The guide book does not tell the stories behind the
characters, only their essential qualities. So this further leaves room for complication and
confusion.~*~Readings~*~Personally, I have found these useless for readings. They give me very
little specific information about what it going on in the past or present. The future is equally unclear
and suggests far too many possible emotional and mental themes.Example: "What is coming up in
my love life?" Well... you had some kind of deciet, or maybe and older man in your past (Word Lord)
and in your present you have been realizing and learning the truth about that (Lady of Light), and in
the future you will be very honest with yourself (Well Watcher). Huh?
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